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RETIREMENT

Financial security in retirement 
requires more than getting to a 
number—or closing a gap—in 
a client’s accumulation plan. 
It also requires addressing the 
risks of retirement: longevity 
concerns; health care and long-
term care needs; uncertainties 
involving taxes and inflation; 
and the desire to leave a legacy. 
Mix in other factors—the future 
of Social Security, reductions in 
employer-covered benefit and pension packages, 
market volatility—and the need for sound advice 
and comprehensive planning becomes clear. 

Today’s retirement requires thoughtful integra-
tion of risk management, income optimization 
and legacy planning. 

The best plan, the most complete plan, will ful-
fill three basic objectives: removing risk from re-
tirement to the greatest extent possible, providing 
a guaranteed flow of income for life, and leaving a 
legacy for heirs or charities (see the following illus-
tration). Successful integration of these three com-
ponents requires a thorough understanding of the 
client’s vision of retirement fostered by a trusted 
relationship between client and advisor.

the fundamentals

Factfinding, or discovery, becomes the kernel of a 
planning relationship that grows and develops over 
time. By collecting, sorting and evaluating the cli-
ent’s vision and resources for retirement, an effec-
tive advisor helps shape a lifestyle the client can af-
ford and rely on, no matter what the future holds.

Many clients earn enough to support their de-
sired retirement lifestyle but have never subjected 
themselves to the discipline of a household bud-
get. Creating a successful retirement income plan 
requires that they identify their essential and dis-

cretionary expenses. Quantifying monthly income 
needs in support of the life experience the client 
desires is a key component of the value a trusted 
advisor brings.  

“We spend a good deal of time helping our cli-
ents gain clarity about what’s important to them,” 
said Northwestern Mutual wealth management ad-
visor Sheila Roesler McCampbell, CLU®, ChFC®, 
CFP®. “We meet them on their terms, both psy-
chologically and emotionally, to translate their 
hearts’ desires into an actionable financial plan.”

McCampbell cited the case of a 53-year-old fe-
male client who hated her stressful financial ser-
vices industry job, the mere mention of which 
brought her to tears. This client and her husband, 
second-marriage parents of adult kids enjoying a 
brief career window of high compensation, posed 
the question: “When can I retire? Is yesterday an 
option?” 
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“After discussion and analysis, we rearranged their in-
vestment picture, balancing their portfolio with flexible in-
vestments and assets earmarked for annuitization, adding 
long-term care and more life insurance protection,” said Mc-
Campbell. “Our modeling showed that, following this plan, 
she could retire immediately with a high degree of confidence 
that they could live in comfort. I was the centerpiece of her 
retirement party.”

protecting assets

An effective planning strategy combines both defensive and 
offensive elements, and it’s important to strike the appropriate 
balance between the two. In the years leading up to retire-
ment, a sound defensive strategy protects against events that 
could interfere with a client’s ability to earn income, such as 
an accident or disability. Disability insurance prevents the pre-
mature use of retirement funds to meet current income needs. 
In retirement, clients also need a defensive strategy against the 
risk of a long-term care event that could deplete their assets. 
Long-term care insurance is an effective and efficient way to 
manage this risk. Advisors best serve their clients by having the 
long-term care discussion at an age where cost is attractive and 
insurability is likely.

As wealth management advisor James Lovell, CLU®, 
ChFC®, CFP®, CASL®, put it, “Due to market volatility and 
uncertainty of government actions, it is impossible to consis-
tently and accurately predict the next move. Therefore, I firm-
ly believe it is important to develop a customized, strategic 
segmentation of resources to strike the right balance between 
defense and offense. Defense seeks to provide stability of as-
set value and income, as well as protection against a potential 
significant financial loss in the event of a market downturn, 
death, disability or long-term care need. Offense seeks to pro-
vide a competitive return while managing risk by maintain-
ing a broadly diversified, disciplined approach that is designed 
based on objectives, timeframe and risk tolerance.”

income for life

Our industry has traditionally used Monte Carlo simulation 
to stress test the effects of market volatility and inflation in re-
tirement. One area overlooked is that retirement income plans 
generally require clients to pick their date of death and then 
die “on time.” By modeling longevity using Monte Carlo, cli-
ents can achieve a high probability of success with their retire-

ment income plan regardless of how long they live. In devel-
oping its retirement allocation models, Northwestern Mutual 
used Monte Carlo analysis to randomize not only economic 
events such as inflation and investment returns, but also the 
risks of living or dying during a given year, as well as the prob-
ability of having a long-term care event in any given year. By 
incorporating the randomization of these risks into the analy-
sis, the plan positions a client’s income to last literally for life, 
with a high degree of certainty.

Annuities, while oft maligned in the press, remain the only 
tool that can guarantee income for life. Research confirms that 
adding fixed and variable immediate annuities adds value to a 
financial plan seeking a sustainable withdrawal rate (Source: 
“Lifetime Financial Advice, Human Capital, Asset Allocation, 
and Insurance,” Roger G. Ibbotson, Moshe A. Milevesky, 
Peng Chen, Kefin X. Zhu, Research Foundation of CFA In-
stitute). But how much of the portfolio should be invested in 
annuities? The combination of a client’s annuities, pensions 
and Social Security should at a minimum cover the essential 
expenses identified in the retirement budget. The client’s in-
vestment assets can then be leveraged to cover their discretion-
ary expenses and keep pace with inflation. 

leaving a legacy

Often, a client’s desire to leave a legacy increases with age. Un-
fortunately, so does a client’s concern regarding running out 
of money in retirement. This inherent conflict results in poor 
legacy planning and keeps clients from enjoying their own re-
tirement. Leveraging permanent life insurance enables clients 
to leave the legacy they desire, while having the freedom to 
spend the assets they have saved for retirement. Just as with 
long-term care, the legacy planning discussion may be too late 
if held on the doorstep of retirement.

In addition to being an efficient legacy tool from a taxation 
perspective, permanent life insurance offers the flexibility to 
leverage the cash value at any point, if necessary. 

time for innovation

There is no easy solution, no single product that can efficiently 
solve the complexity of a financially secure retirement. Com-
prehensive planning is our industry’s responsibility, to help 
our clients live securely with a reliable and adequate income 
stream, protect their assets to last a lifetime and leave a legacy 
for heirs or charities.

RESEARCH FROM BUILDING THE RETIREMENT ALLOCATION MODELS
•	 A cash reserve increases the amount of income a client can spend at a 90 percent confidence level.

•	 The amount of assets in tax-qualified accounts changes the recommended asset allocation.

•	 Adding annuities allows a client to spend more with the same confidence level.

•	 Long-term care insurance is more efficient than self-insuring in protecting a plan from failure.


